
PORTLAND OFFICE
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THE UK AND EUROPE

Custom Built 8m One off racer

Year: 2003 Heads: 0
Location: Weymouth and Portland Cabins: 0
LOA: 27' 0" (0.00m) Berths: 0
Beam: 6' 7" (2.00m) Keel: Lifting Keel
Draft: 6' 3" (1.9m) Engines: 1

Remarks:
A British take on the JS9000 design with the added advantage of an enclosed bow locker, Carbon retractable
spinnaker pole and full carbon rig. This is a unique opportunity to buy a ready to sail powerful asymmetric keel boat
which can be handed with as few as two people yet offer the performance of a fully crewed racing keel boat.

£5,750 Tax Not Paid

E: portland@boatpoint.co.uk T: 01305 818541

www.networkyachtbrokers.com | over 700 boats listed
REF: 46F7521271
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Mechanical and Rigging

Engine
Yamaha 2.5HP

Rig
Carbon mast
Carbon retractable spinnaker pole
Aluminium boom
Standing rigging full professional inspection, adjustment/replacement where required (DEC
2019)
Running rigging
Mainsheet (new)
Jib sheets
Spinnaker sheets 

Sails
Mainsail (good condition)
Laminate jib (fair condition)
Carbon technocrat jib (good condition)
Asymmetric spinnaker (good condition)

Inventory

Fenders
Warps
A-Frame extension for lifting keel
Block and tackle
Asssorted ropes
2.6m inflatable dinghy (serviceable)
Toestraps (New)

Navigation equipment
New Lucas compact 12V 20hr battery (New)
Nasa marine depth, sound and distance log (New)
Through hull transducer

Trailer
Bespoke Twin-axle road trailer
Adjustable cradle height with keel up and keel down both possible
Fully braked trailer
Self flushing integrated trailer washing and rinsing system (although trailer never dunked)
Spare wheel

Accommodation

Large forward Bow locker
Could be used for for sleeping at a push

Remarks :
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A British take on the JS9000 design with the added advantage of an enclosed bow locker,
Carbon retractable spinnaker pole and full carbon rig. This is a unique opportunity to buy a
ready to sail powerful asymmetric keel boat which can be handed with as few as two people
yet offer the performance of a fully crewed racing keel boat.

Included with a road trailer and the ability to lift the weighted lead bulb keel and the mast
raised on a binnacle allowing for easy long distance trailing. You could take this boat with you
where ever you hearts desire and bring it home again to use on your local waters with the
minimum of fuss.

 

 Contact: Network Yacht Brokers Portland Portland Marina Osprey Quay 6 Hamm Beach
Road Portland Dorset DT5 1DX

Tel: 01305 818541

 Email: portland@boatpoint.co.uk

Disclaimer : the company offers the details of this vessel for sale but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of the information contained in the
specification or warrant the condition of the vessel or equipment. A buyer should instruct his agents, or surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel is offered for sale subject to no prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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